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5ABSTRACT
This thesis is concerned with the design of the Tchebychev elliptic 
function filter. The Darlington synthesis procedure is discussed and 
salient points from Darlington's paper needed for the design of this filter 
are presented.
It is shown that the design of the Tchebychev elliptic function filter 
requires a knowledge of the elliptic functions, particularly the elliptic 
sine. Since the use of these functions is not common, a brief review of 
their properties is presented.
Using the elliptic functions, a development of the equations des­
cribing the behavior of the Tchebychev elliptic function filter is given 
for the case of a normalized low pass filter. It is shown that all the 
formulae are in terms of elliptic functions.
This is not desirable because elliptic function tables are double 
entry tables requiring two interpolations to use them. It is better to 
represent these equations in some form not utilizing elliptic functions, 
and approximations for the elliptic sine are introduced in the form of 
infinite series. These series converge rapidly, requiring only a few 
terms, and the necessity for the elliptic function tables is circum­
vented.
To further reduce the design labor, a graphical solution method 
is presented; the graphs given will be sufficient for the design of a 
normalized loww-pass Tchebychev elliptic function filter for up to four 
stages. Should a particularly stringent design be required, there is 
sufficient information presented for the construction of other graphs.
6INTRODUCTION
I.
The Tchebychev elliptic function filter is characterized by varying 
attenuation in both the pass band and attenuation band; another property 
is that the filter has an extremely narrow transition band (rapid cutoff). 
The property of a very narrow transition band is one that particularly 
recommends the Tchebychev elliptic function filter over the other 
’classical* filters (Constant-k, m-derived, Butterworth, etc.). Although 
the ripple in the pass band is not desirable, this can usually be mini­
mized so that this effect is negligible. A thorough discussion of the 
properties of the Tchebychev elliptic function filter is given in 
Darlington's paper written in 1939*.
To provide background for the development of the Tchebychev equa­
tions, a discussion of both Darlington's design procedure and the proper­
ties of elliptic functions is presented at the first of this thesis.
These equations will be shown to contain the elliptic sine function
with all possible combinations of argument real, imaginary, and
complex. These functions with imaginary and complex arguments, through 
the use of identities, can be reduced to elliptic functions with real 
arguments only. This decreases the number of elliptic function tables
* S. Darlington, "Synthesis of Reactance 4-Poles which Produce Pre­
scribed Insertion Loss Characteristics," Journal of Mathematics and 
Physics, vol• 18, pp. 257-353; September, 1939*
7required to effect a solution; however, the use of tables for even the 
elliptic sine alone is not particularly desirable due to the fact that two 
interpolations are required (elliptic functions have both imaginary and 
real periods; therefore, they require double entry tables).
To circumvent the use of these tables, an alternate representation 
is desirable. Grossman* has suggested the use of Theta functions for 
approximating the elliptic functions, and this representation is satis­
factory for some uses. However, another approximation, given by Milne- 
Thompson, is used in this paper, and it is more desirable for two reasons:
1. The Milne-Thompson method is more compact. The Theta 
function series is in the form of a quotient of two 
infinite series. The approximation suggested by Milne- 
Thompson is in the form of only one infinite series.
2. The Milne-Thompson series approaches a given value of 
elliptic sine with fewer terms than the Theta function 
series.
The choice of the Milne-Thompson series yields a two- fold advantage: 
the complexity is reduced, and the number of terms required for a given 
degree of approximation is decreased. This, in turn, means reduced labor 
if the series is calculated ,?by hand" and less machine time if a computer 
solution is used. The Milne-Thompson approximation is incorporated in the 
Tchebychev equations in this paper.
In the use of the Tchebychev equations, one of the variables which 
must be specified is the allowable pass band ripple. In Grossman's paper 
in which Tchebychev design is discussed, a restriction that allowable
* A. J. Grossman, "Synthesis of Tchebycheff Parameter Symmetrical 
Filters," Proc. IRE, vol. 45, pp. 454-473; April, 1957.
8pass band ripple (<=<(=>) be 0.25db was imposed upon the designer. Although
0.25db might be sufficient for many cases, the design requirements might 
be more stringent, or the designer might decide that a larger pass band 
ripple could be tolerated in order to obtain a larger stop band attenua­
tion or a narrower transition band. In any event, the designer should not 
be restricted to a particular °<p , and considerable lattitude is given the 
designer in this thesis (0.ldb< <*p < 2.5db). Should the filter design re­
quire a filter design outside of these limits, sufficient information is 
given so that a filter can be synthesized for some unanticipated value.
The calculations for the Tchebychev equations, mentioned above, still 
prove to be quite lengthy. It is desirable to circumvent these calcu­
lations, and a graphical solution is offered as a substitute. The graphs 
give a step-by-step procedure whereby the designer may procede from the 
filter specifications to the element values.
In obtaining data points for the graphs, an IBM 1620 computer was 
used. Programs were written in FORGO, a derivative of the FORTAN machine 




The literature dealing with methods for the synthesis of Tchebychev 
elliptic function filters is not extensive; the majority of the articles 
dealing with network analysis and synthesis concern themselves only with 
the Tchebychev filter which does not require the use of Jacobian elliptic 
functions.
Darlington'*' in his doctoral thesis written in 1939 presented one 
of the first papers to give detailed consideration to the design of the 
Tchebychev elliptic function filter. Guillemin^ and Tuttle^ also give 
thorough discussions of the Tchebychev elliptic function filter design 
methods; Tuttle's approach is unique in that he develops his method by 
using the concept of potential analogy.
In the periodical literature, Bedrosian^ has presented one of the 
earlier papers. In his work, a group of tables is presented for the de­
sign of the Tchebychev elliptic function filters which reduces the design 
labor to some extent. Grossman^ presents a laborious, although straight­
forward method for the design of these filters; the major liability, how­
ever, is a restriction of the value of allowable pass band ripple which 
limits the generality of his method.
A more recent paper by Tuttle^, indicates that a filter with a 
Tchebychev elliptic function response may be obtained with two m-derived 
sections through the proper choice of the m-values and the terminating 
resistance. A disadvantage of this approach is the fact that the termin­
10
ating resistance is determined through the design method rather than 
specified by the designer.
It can be seen that the methods for synthesizing the Tchebychev 
elliptic function filters could bear further investigation. At present, 
other filter types exhibiting less desirable attenuation characteristics 
are often used because their design is simpler. Any method whereby the 
number of calculations can be reduced would be extremely valuable and 
would enhance the desirability of the Tchebychev elliptic function filter.
1. Op. cit.
2. Guillemin, E. A., "Synthesis of Passive Networks," Wiley & Sons,
New York; 1957
3. Tuttle, D. F., "Network Synthesis," vol. I, Wiley & Sons, New York; 
1958
4. Bedrosian, S. D., et. al., "On the Tabulation of Insertion Loss 
Low-Pass Chain Matrix Coefficients and Network Element Values," 
Proc. Natl. Electronics Conf., vol. 11, pp. 697-717; 1955
5. Grossman, A. J„, "Synthesis of Tchebycheff Parameter Symmetrical 
Filters," Proc. IRE, vol. 45, pp. 454-473; April 1957
6. Tuttle, W. N., "The Design of Two-Section Symmetrical Zobel Filters 





The method developed by Darlington to synthesize symmetrical loss­
less networks will be used in this thesis. Using this procedure, one 
may proceed from a specified insertion power ratio to the filter 
parameters which will yield a filter with this insertion power ratio. 
The restrictions on this filter are:
1. The filter shall be lossless, i.e. composed of inductive 
and capacitive elements only.
2. The filter is electrically symmetrical.*
Also for this development it will be assumed that the filter will be 
inserted between equal resistances.
Darlington’s reasoning is as follows: the insertion power ratio 
(to be discussed later) must be able to be written in a particular 
form in order to conform to the restrictions listed. There is some 
relationship between the insertion power ratio and the reflection 
coefficient for this network. From the reflection coefficient and the 
insertion power ratio, it should be possible to obtain the impedances 
in the network. Finally, from these impedances, each element should 
be able to be determined.
* A 2-port (4-terminal) network is called electrically symmetrical 
if one terminal pair cannot be distinguished from the other pair by 
external measurements.
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For the derivations, a symmetrical lattice filter will be used. A 
ladder filter would probably be more desirable in the physical model, and 
it is possible to transform a symmetrical lattice to a symmetrical ladder; 
for the present, however, a lattice is a more convenient configuration for 
this development.
!
Figure 1. Symmetrical lattice filter
.9The insertion voltage ratio, c , is defined as 
6
€ - Vnf = voltage across load without filter
Vf voltage across load with filter (i)
where & = is the insertion attenuation, and p  is the insertion
Figure 2a.




From figure 2a it is seen that Vjjp = E/2. For figure 2b, writing the 
describing equations in matrix form,
j E ( s ) R ZA (s) + ZB (s) -Zg ( s )  ; x x ( s )
| 0 -ZB (s) ZA (s) + ZB (s) R | 12( s )
1 0L ZA (s) -ZA (s) + ZB (s) \ jr+ z a ( s ) + 2 3 ( 3 ) 1 1 ^ ( 8 )
From equation (2), Vp is obtained as
(2)
e
Solving for £ and simplifying,
= R2 + R(2A+ZE) + ZaZb (5)R(ZB -  ZA)
For the transform impedances, ZA (s) and Zg(s) and for real frequen 
cies, s = 0 + j^ o , ZA (s) and Zg (s) take the form 0 + j (u>L - l/u>C) . By 
Foster’s theorem, ZA (s) and Zg(s) may be represented as rational 
polynomials where the degree of the numerator is one more or one less 
than the degree of the denominator, and the coefficients are real.
Then if N-j^ (s), N^Cs), D^(s), and D2 (s) are even polymonials, where 
N and D indicate numerator and denominator, respectively,
Za (s)/R = sN^s) / D^s) (6)
ZB (s)/R = K2(s) / sD2(s)
This, of course, is arbitrary; these could have been written 
ZA (s) = N-^(s)/sD^(s) and Zg(s)/R = sN£ (s) A >2 (s) . However, it is advan­
tageous to use the former set (6) of equations since the forms of the 
quantities in various algebraic manipulations are more compact. Never­
theless, either is equally correct.
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Using (5) and (6), the insertion voltage ratio is
IT+R fN1(s)R + RN2 (s)~
G
e = LDi(s) sD2 (s)
_t_sN1(s)R N2(s)R 
Dx(s) sD2(s) (7)
R N2 (s)R _ sN1(s)R
sD2 (s) D-^ (s)
Also, the square of the absolute value of (7) may be found, and the in­
sertion power ratio is obtained as
«  -
6  = 1 + ; A(u>)/B(«0] 2
(8)
where A = D, Dz - N. N2
B = N2D, - s‘2N1D 2
This formula is more important than one might think at first glance. 
Recall that three restrictions were applied on the lattice arm impedances 
which came from the fact that the filter was symmetrical and that the 
impedances had zero real parts. Note also that A and B are even functions 
of s. Then for any given insertion power ratio, it may be tested by (8) 
to see if a symmetrical reactive filter can have this characteristic.
An example will serve to illustrate this. Suppose that it were required 
that the insertion power ratio was
2* 4 2




£ =1 + U)2 2~
(u) -tl)
which is in the form of (8).
2 2 4 A =u)
U) A
2 2 2 2 
B = (u) +1) B =u) +1
It is seen that both A and B are not even functions, and, therefore, 
this characteristic could not be realized by a symmetrical reactive
filter
15






2 u) + 1
i )2
2*
* = i uOJ
2 2
(a) -hi )
2 2 6 2
uJ A = ^ > ii e
2 2 2 2
B = (aJ + 1 ) w ii
Both A and B are even functions, and, therefore, this insertion loss 
characteristic could be realized by a symmetrical lossless filter.
Now to proceed with the second step of Darlington*s method, viz., 
finding a relation between the insertion power ratio and the magnitude 
of the reflection coefficient:
By figure (1), and letting (s) = + jX^ ,
I, = E__________  (9)
R+Ri+jXi
The power input is
Pi=R1I = Rj.r
( R + R ^  X£ 
The available (maximum) power is
r r
pm - 1 R = (e 2/er)rFilter Series Z = o 
Filter Shunt Z = oo
(10)
(11)
The reflected power is
pr = - pi (12)
The square of the magnitude of the reflection coefficient is defined as
p - P. 1m l =
m
n (p -  Vp m i m
Substituting (10) and (11) into (13),










This may be simplified to the form
Reflection Coefficient 2 R - Zi 2 (15)
R + Z.i
This gives a realtionship between the reflection coefficient and the net­
work parameters. Recall that some relationship between reflection co­
efficient and the insertion power ratio is desired. It would seem logical 
to establish a relation between the insertion power ratio and the network 
parameters and, from this is obtained a relation between the reflection 
coefficient and the insertion power ratio.
For a reactive network, the power delivered to the load is equal to 
the power supplied to the network, and for a symmetrical network the in­
sertion power ratio is the ratio of available power to delivered power. 
Then
zu
£ = Pn/Pi (16)
or
€ - v . l v1 ' m
Adding and subtracting Pm>
■ Pm - Pm + Pi
•m
__
6 = 1 - - pi)
but Pm ~ Pi »
‘i
R -  Z.
R + Z.
or
e  = 1 -
R -  Z t
m
z
by (14) and (15), and 
R -  Z. 2l
R +  Zi
R +  Zj.








by by (8) <r = 1  + oO2 (A/B)2
.z*
= 1 - §2A2/B2
= (B2 - S2A2)/B2
.2 / /t>2 _2 a2>^ = B^/(BZ - s A )
-z*< 2j- £ = 1 - B“/(B2 - s2A2)
= (B2 -s2A2-B2) / (B2-s2A2) 




Substituting (24) into (21), 
2R - Zt
R + Z ±
,2H _ -2a2
» 1 -f = S A
B2 -s2A^ (25)
Equation (25) establishes the relation that has been sought between the
insertion power ratio ( €  ) and the reflection coefficient ( R - )•
( R + Z t )
Continuing with Darlington's approach, there remains to be found a 
relation between the lattice arm impedances and the reflection coefficient. 













Z^ is found to be
Z± = R(ZA+ZB) + 2ZA+ZB 
Za  + ZB + 2R
Substituting (6) into (27) and simplifying,
(27)
R
= N2D ]L + s* N1D2
The reflection coefficient R - Z^ may be written 1 - Z-^ /R
R + Zi 1 + Z±/R
(28)
18
Substituting (28) into this equation, the reflection coefficient is 
R “ zi _ 1 - N2D x - s2N1D 2 - 2 N ^ s
------  --------- 2---X--------------  (29)R + Zi 1 + NxD2sz + + N2D1
R - Z± sA
R + Zi C+sD (30)
where C^N^D-. - s^N-,D 
D=DxD2 + N^NZ
From (25)|R - Zj/R + Z± | = -s2A2/(B2 - s2A2) (31)
From (30) (R - Z..)/(R + Z±) = sA/(C + sD) (32)
or |(R - Zi)/(R+ Z±)|2 = -s2A2/ (C2 - s2D2) (33)
Then (B2 - s2A2) must equal (C2 -s2D2) from which a solution for (C + sD) 
may be found. The roots of VNF / VF must have negative real parts since 
these roots represent the damping constant, and for a passive network 
this must always be less than zero.
The roots of (C + sD) are the roots of (B - s A ) which have neg­
ative real parts.
2 2 2Also note that B - s A 83 (B - sA) (B +sA); from this fact it may
be stated that the roots of one factor (e.g., B - sA) are the negatives
2 2 2of the roots of the other factor (B+sA). Then the roots of B^ - s^A 
may be separated into two groups:
1. A group with negative real parts, and call the polynominal 
formed from this group (B^ + sA^)
2. A group with positive real parts, and call the polynominal 
formed from this group (B2 - sA£)
B+sA = (Bj+sA-j^ ) (B2-sA2)
B-sA - (B-^-sA^) (B2+ sA2)
19
(C+sD) (C=sD) = (B+sA) (B-sA)
(C+sD) (C-sD) = (B-j+sA^ (B2-sA2) ( B ^ sAj) (B2-sA2>
Selecting roots with positive and negative real parts,
(C-fsD) = (B1+sA1) (B2+ sA2)
(C-sD) = (B-^-sA^) (B2-sA2)
In other words, the solution for (C4-sD) is effected by separating the
roots of (BZ-s^A^) with negative real parts; (C+sD) is formed from the
roots of (B+sA) which have negative real parts and the negatives of
those roots of (B*fsA) that have positive real parts.
Before giving an example of the preceding development, one final
step remains --  determining the lattice impedances.
Using (6) and (8)
Za (s)/R = (C-B)/s(D+A)
Zb (s)/R = (C+B)/s(D+A)
2B = BxB2 - s A-jA2
A = A iB2 - A2B^
2C = B iB2 4* s A-^ A2 
D = A]JB2 + A2B^
Substituting into (6) and (8)
Za/R = sA2/B2 
Zg/R = B^/sA^
The preceding development, as a step-by-step procedure, is as follows:
1. The specified or required insertion power ratio must be
written in the form 6 = 1 + ^ (A/B)^
2. Test to see that both A(u>) and B(u>) are even functions 
of u) .
3. Determine the roots of B + sA.
20
4. With the roots of B + sA that have negative real parts, 
form -h sA-^ .
5. With the roots of B + sA that have positive real parts, 
reverse the sign and form B2 + sA2*
6. Calculate the lattice arm impedances by
Z^/R = SA2 /B2 
Za/R = Bi/sA-L
7. From the form of the lattice arm impedances, determine 
the element values.
An example will serve to clarify this procedure.
Given £ = 1 - s ^
Both A and B are even functions; therefore, a symmetrical lossless 
network can yield this response.
s * 1 L tL /5 = 0.809 + j 0.587
s = 1 /3tt/5 = -0.308 + j 0.950
s = 1 /7t = -1.000 + j 0.000
s = 1 / 7tt/5 = -0.308 - j 0.950
s = 1 / 97T/5 = 0.809 - j 0.587
B+sA = (s-.809-j.587) (s+.308-j .950) (s+1) (s+.308+j.950) (s-.809+j .587) 
Taking the roots with negative real parts,
Taking the roots with negative real parts,
s2A2 = s10 A - s4 
B2 = 1 B = 1
B + sA - 1 + s^
The roots of this equation are
B1+sA1 = (s+.308-j .950) (s+1) (s+.308+j .950)
21
Taking the roots with positive real parts,
B2 J>* SA2 = (s-r .809-1-j .587) (s+.809-j .587)
B1 + sA x = s3 + 1.616s2 + 1.613s + 0.997 
B2 + sA2 = s2 -I- 1.618s + 0.999 
Separating odd and even parts,
B l = 1.616s2 + 0.997 
sA^ = s'* + 1.613s 
B2 = s2 + 0.999 
SA2 = 1.618s
Using (43) to obtain the lattice arm impedances,
Z^/R - s A^ / ^ 2  ~ l«618s/(s2 + 0.999)




In order to develop the equations necessary to solve for a 
Tchebychev elliptic function filter, a knowledge of the elliptic func­
tions is required. Since the use of elliptic functions is not common, 
a brief review of their properties is presented here before developing 
the Tchebychev equations •
The elliptic integral of the first kind may be written as
(44)-2 sin2 ^U (0, k) =J / J l  - k
where 0 is called the amplitude, and k is the modulus; is a variable
of integration.
The complete elliptic integral of the first kind is ___________________
K = J  ^  /\/l - k2 sin2 V




The corresponding functions are the complementary elliptic
integral of the first kind,
.<*>
U (0, k *) = J d V / j 1 - (k')Z sin2 ^ (47)
and the complementary complete elliptic integral of the first kind,-Tl/z
K
' M dV /^ " (k')2 sin2 v (48)
Some properties of the elliptic integral may be found by ins­
pection of a plot as shown in figures 3 and 4.
Fig. 3
Vl- **
V/ - (t,2 s/Vo2 y
23
Fig. 4
,-----2---o~TNote that 1/ V1 - k sin^^ is periodic with a period and is sym-
me trical about Y = <1 / l . If 1/ V  1 - k^sin^ is known
nfl/z^  'V^(n-hl)Tt /2, the value of I f  7 1 - K^sin^V is known for all “V .
Due to the properties of the integrand, similar statements may­
be made about the integral; if the value of the integral is known for 
ni\ /2 $ 4> * (nfl) /2, the value of the integral for any 0 may be
found. In a more compact form, this statement would be
u (n^ l + «* , k) = 2nIC+u (<* , k) (49)
Also,
u(P'*,k) = 2K - u (5 ,K) (50)
Of course, the values of these functions at a particular value of 
amplitude (0) depend upon the value of modulus (k). However, in most 
cases, and in particular for the case of the Tchebychev filter problem, 
the modulus is specified in advance. Therefore, it is convenient to 
consider u as a function of 0 only with the understanding that u is 
also a function of k.
Since with the modulus (k) fixed, u may be considered a function 
of 0, the inverse relationship, i.e, 0 as a function of u may also be
considered.
24
Doing this, three elliptic functions are defined:
sn(u,k) = sin 0 (51)
cn(u,k) = cos 0 (52)
dn(u,lc) = V l  - sin^ $ (53)
By these definitions, and the use of standard trigonometric identities, 
if sn(u,k) is defined, the other two functions may be determined.
sn(u,k) = sin 0 (51)
cn(u,k) = cos 0 = V 1 - sin^ 0 = Vl - sn^(u,K) (54)
dn(u,k) = Vl - sin^ 0 = V 1 = sn^(u,K) (55)
Now with the aid of figure (4), and the above formulae (51, 54 and 55) a 
table of the elliptic functions (table 1.) can be compiled.
TABLE 1.
u 0 sn(u,k) = sin 0 cn(u,k) = cos 0 dn(u.k) =VL-k2 sn2 (u
0 0 0 1 1
K Tt/2 1 0 %
2K X 0 -1 1
3K 3it/2 -1 0 %
4K 2 U 0 1 1
For plots of these functions, see figure (5, 6 and 7)
25
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From these graphs it is seen that
sn(u,k) has the period 4K 
cn(u,k) had the period 4K 
dn(u,k) has the period 2K. 
sn(trt-K,k) = sn (K-u,k) 
cn(u+K,k) = -cn(K-u,k) 
dn(u+-K,k) = dn (K-u,k) 
sn(tri-2K,k) = -sn(u,k) 
cn(u-}-2K,k) = -cn(u,k)
dn(trt-2K,k) = -dn(u,k) (56)
sn(u+3K,k) = -sn (K-u,k)
cn(u+3K,k) = cn (K-u,k)
dn(u+3K,k) = dn (K-u,k)
sn(u+4K,k) = sn (u,k)
cn(u+4K,k) = cn (u,k)
dn(tH-4K,k) = dn (u,k)
Also, from the graphs, sn is an odd function of the argument u, and cn 
and dn are even functions of the argument u. Or, 
sn(-u,k) = -sn (u,k)
cn(-u,k) = cn (u,k) (57)
dn(-u,k) = dn (u,k)
So far, only real arguments (u) have been considered. In general, 
the argument of elliptic functions is not limited to real values, and, 
in particular, real, imaginary, and complex arguments of the elliptic 
functions are necessary for the equations describing the Tchebychev
filter
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Therefore, let us expand our discussion to the case where the argu 
ment is complex. For the case where the modulus, k, is unity, 
sn (z,l) = tarih (z) where z = u + jv.
For z real (z = u),
sn (z,l) = sn(u,l) « tanh u (58)
For z imaginary (z = jv)
sn (z,l) = sn(jv, 1) = tanh jv = jtan v (59)
For z complex,
sn (z,1) = tanh z = tanh (u + jv) = tanh (u) + j tan (v) (60)
1 + jtanh (u) tan (v)
The properties of sn (z,l) are more easily visualized by referring to







From these graphs, the following properties are observed:
1. sn(u,l) is aperiodic; it approaches +1 as u increases 
positively. It approaches -1 as u increases negatively.
2. sn(jv, 1) is periodic with the period j tc •
3. sn(z,l) has an infinite real period and a finite 
imaginary period.
For a particular value of u, if v is known for —7t<v<7t , any value of
sn(z,l) may be found due to the periodicity of sn(z,l) along the imaginary 
axis. Stated another way, if sn(z,l) is known for-i^v'^ 'n and-«<■£<•© 
the value of sn(z,l) may be found for any z.
For the other case of an extreme modulus, k = 0, 
sn(z,0) = sin z where z = u + jv
For z real (z^),
sn(z,0) = sn(u,0) = sin u 
which is the common trigonometric sine function.
For z imaginary (z = jv),
sn(z,0) = sn(jv,0) = sin (jv) = j (sinh v)
And finally itfiere the argument, z, is complex, 
sn(z,0) * sn(u + jv,0) 
sn(z,0) = sin(u + jv)
sn(z,0) = sin (u)cosh(v) + j cos (u)sinh(v)
Again illustrating these functions graphically, (see figures 11, 12, and 
13), the following properties are observed;
1. sn(u,0) is periodic with the period 2 7t.
2. sn(jv,0) is aperiodic; it extends to j«» as v increases 
positively, and extends to -j«* as v increases negatively.
3. sn(z,0) has a finite real period, Z*k  , and an infinite 
imaginary period.
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For any fixed value of v, if u is known for the values 0<U<27T , any 
value of sn(z,0) may be found for this z because of the property of real 
periodicity along the real axis.






Stated another way, given a table of sn(z,0) tabulated for 0 <U<27T and 
«oc<v<°® » the value of sn(z,0) can be determined for any value of z.
Summarizing, the elliptic sine of modulus unity has an infinite real 
period, and a finite imaginary period of j 7t; the elliptic sine of modulus 
zero has a finite real period of 2 7? and infinite imaginary period. From 
this examination of the elliptic sine function, for extreme values of 
moduli, it is inferred for values of moduli between zero and unity 
( 0< k <  1) that the elliptic sine has two finite periods, one real and 
one imaginary. This is indeed the case, and the reader is referred to 
any one of the many texts on elliptic functions for a more complete proof,*
In dealing with the Tchebychev equations, the majority of the argu­
ments will be found to be either real or imaginary rather than complex.
Most of the information necessary for real arguments has now been develop­
ed, and the periods of the elliptic functions for imaginary arguments 
will now be determined.
Starting with the basic equation for the case when the argument is 
imaginary, ^
jv =
V 1 - K^sin^ V* (64)
Using the definitions of (51), (52), and (53), 
sn(jv,k) = sin 0
cn(jv,k) = cos 0 (65)
dn(jv,k) = ~ \ Jl  ~ sin^ 0
Now let us make the following substitutions into equations (64) and (65)





sin V = j tan”V  
sin = j tan 0
Finding the new limits of integration where 
= 0, sin 0 = 0 
j tan ^  = 0 or tan V = 0 
and 'V  -  tan 0 = 0
When V = 0, sin”V = sin 0 = j tan "V
or ¥ = tan |(sin 0)j
but by (67)j tan"1 {"(sin 0)j = 9 
and therefore V = 0
The new limits of integration are from zero to 9.
By (66), sin 2 V  = - tan 2 ( Y ) ______________
and the new denominator is \J 1 + k2 tan^ 4*
Also from (66), -  sin (j tan V / )
<4V
d7f)/ V7- (j 4an V')2
( j W V )
(68)
5<ZC d
/\/ i ■+■ "tan2- (69)
Substituting (68) and (69) into (64), with the limits of integration 
changed
jv =
j S€C d  "V 7^  I -I- * V I  "7- icxn2
which by the use of the formulae
sec2 x = tan2 x ■+• 1 and k2 = 1 - (k1)^
can be simplified to





From 71 in the manner employed previously, 
sn(v,k*) = sin 9 
cn(v,k*) = cos 9 
dn(v,k*) = ~\/l - (k1)^ sin^ 9
(72)
therefore
Combining as follows the formulae for elliptic functions with imaginary 
arguments in terms of elliptic functions with real arguments are obtained
Sn(v --!V> = SiSJL = tan 9 (73)cn(v,k') cos 9
but sin 0 = j tan 9
therefore j sn(u,k’)/cn(u,k') = sin 0 
but sin 0 = sn(jv,k)
sn(jv,k)=j cn(v,k')
cn(jv,k) = cos 0 
cn^(jv,k) = cos^ 0 = 1 -  sin^ 0 
However sin 0 = j tan 9
therefore cn2(jv,k) = 1 + tan^ 9
2 Q= sec 9
= Vcos^ 9
but cos 9 = cn(u,k*)
therefore cn^(jv,k) = ^/cn^(u,k')
and cn(jv,lc) = /cn (u , k ' )
but
dn(jv,k) = ~\J 1 - k^ sin^ 0 
dn^(jv,k) = 1 - k^ sin^ 0
sin^ 0 = j tan 9
dn^(jv,k) = 1 + k^ tan^ 9








Substituting in k^ = l-(k')^,
dn2 (jv,k) = 1 + sln2 9 - O''’)2 sln2 e
COS^ 0 cos^ 0
= cos^ 0 + sin2 0 - (k1)2 sin^ 0
2cos 0
dn(j
= 1 - ihlil sin2 0 
cos^ 0
jv,k) 1 - (k*)^ sin^ 0cos e
Substituting in 72b and 72c
dn(jv,k) = dn (u, k ') 
cn(u,k') (79)
Recapitulating,
sn(jv,k) = j sn(u,k 1) /cn(u,k 1)
cn(jv,k) = Vcn(u,kf) (80)
dn(jv,k) = dn(u,kf)/cn(u,k*)







s n  ( y, k/)
Fig. 16
Since sn(jv,lc) = j sn(u,k')/cn(u,k')
it is observed that sn(jv,k) has the period j2K*.
Since cn(jv,k) = Vcn(u,k'),
It is observed from this plot that cn(jv,k) has the period j4k*.
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Fig. 21
Since dn(jv,k) = dn(v,k’)/cn(v,k*), it is observed from these plots that 
dn(jv,k) has the period j4K'.
Sn(z,k) has been considered for extreme values of the modulus k. 
Again, a discussion for other than extreme values of moduli would be 
quite lengthy. Suffice it to say that if sn(z,k) is known for 0 <V< 2K' 
and 0 < u  < 4K with k given, sn(z,k) is known for all values of z.
This is, as before, due to the double periodicity (real and imaginary) 
of the elliptic sine function. Recall that it has been shown previously 
that if sn(z,k) is known, cn(z,k) and dn(z,k) may easily be found so the 
argument has not been restricted by only considering sn(z,k).
A plot of sn(z,k) may be constructed with the aid of the formula
sn(yhz,k) _ sn(y,k)cn(z,k)dn(z,k) + cn(y,k)sn(z,k)dn(y,k)




Finally, before discussing the Tchebychev equations, there is one 
formula that will be used repeatedly, and it shall be investigated now. 
That is,
Q  = V  k sn(z,k) (82)
From preceding work it is noted that for Q  = 0, z = 0, and for 0  = V  k,




Continuing on this path past u = K merely repeats values (or negatives) 




This requires use of the addition formula (81)
sn(K-fjv,k) = sn(K) cn (jv)dn (jv) ±  cn(I<) sn(jv)dn(K)
1 - k^sn^ (K)sn^ (jv)
Using the identities
sn(ju,k) = j sn(u,k’)/cn(u,k') 
cn(ju,lc) = l/cn(u,k') 
dn(ju,k) = d n p j k ^ / c n p j k 1)
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the above equation becomes
snOQdnCv^k1) + j cn(K)sn(v,k ’)dn(K) 
sn(K+j v,k)- cn2 (v,kT)_________cnCv^k1)________
1 k2 sn^ (IQ sn2 (v.k1) 
c n " (v,k*)
Sn(K,k) = 1 and cn(K,k) = 0; substituting these values in,
sn(K+jv,k) _ ________ dn(v,k*) __________
cn2 (v, k 1) a  + k2sn2 ( v,k')"j
cn2 (v, k ') j
sn(KH-jv,k) _ ___________ dnCv^k*)_____________________
cn2 (v,kf) + sn2 (v,kf)
2 ?Substituting the identity, cn (v,k*) = 1 = sn ( v,kf) into the above 
equation,
sn(K+jv,k) = _________dn(v,kf)_______________
1 - sn^ (v,k') + K^sn^ (v,k')
sn(K+jv,k) _ _________dn (v.k1)_______________
1 + (k^ -1 ) sn2 (v,k*)
. 2 2(k') = 1 - k ; thus
sn(K+jv,k) _ -------- ----------------
1 - (k')2sn2Xv,k')
1 - (k' ) 2 sn^(v,k') = dn (v,k'); thus
sn(BC+jv,k) = dnXv.k'J/dn^Cv.k') = l/dn(v,k')
Q  WJT sn(K + jv, k)
Q  =*fk /dn(v, k') (8 3 )
For z = K = K + jO (v=0) /l =/k", and for z = K + jK' (v=K')
Continuing along this path yields nothing new so a new path is tried 







For z = K + jK*, (u = K), S I  -  V  Vk. For z = 0 + jK* (u = 0), JZ = 
Comparing these graphs, and the corresponding values of jT2- 
with figure (27), it is found that the path z = u -f- jO, O ^ u ^ K ,  cor 
responds to the Tchebychev pass band. The path z = K + jv, 0 <  v ^  K f 
responds to the transition band, and the path z =* u 4- jK1, 0 < u ^ K  cor 
responds to the attenuation band. These relations shall be used fre­





The Darlington synthesis procedure which is used in this paper as 
well as a brief review of elliptic functions has now been presented. The 
equations describing the behavior of the Tchebychev elliptic function 
filter will now be derived. First of all, consider the figure below.
Figure 26. Insertion Loss Characteristic
Figure (26) shows a typical Tchebychev elliptic function filter 
insertion loss characteristic. One of the identifying characteristics 
of this type of filter is the varying attenuation (ripple) with fre­
quency in both the pass band and attenuation band. The pass band ripple 
is sometimes undesirable, but it can usually be minimized to the point 
where its adverse effects are negligible. Also, note that the trans-
istion band (f < f <f ) is extremely narrow; this is one of the virtues P a
that particularly recommends the Tchebychev elliptic function filter
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over some of the other classical filter types.
At this point, the normalized frequency, , is introduced.
s i  =  / * / / =  <85>
Using (85), various points along the-Q-axis for figure 26 redrawn 
with _Q as the variable along the abscissa instead of frequency (f) are 
shown in figure (27)•
HLg. 27
The insertion loss characteristic may be represented by the insertion 
power ratio,
^ = 1 + (<5 - i ) Fz (SI ) (86)
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The function, F (i"l), is yet to be determined. To do this let us list the 
properties F ( S I) must have.
1. F (a ) is zero a t  S I = 0, S lx , or S ly . Since, by (86), the 
attenuation (oc ) is zero at these points.
2. F(fl) is unity at omega equal to Vk, at some point
0 < S I <14, and at some point S l x < S L < S ly since, by (86), x  = <<? at 
these points.
3. F (SI ) is infinite for SI equal to 1/_Q, , l/XU , and
infinity.
4. At = / Vk, the attenuation must equal So.', or
Ior, F ( S i) = ~\l
/ ~ e
v' £ lUr - (8 6 ' )
5. Finally, from Darlington's work, F(12) must be in the form 
of A (S1 )/B (S2) if we are to realize a symmetrical network. These five 
requirements are met by the function
F(il) = C (-a2 - A )  (S22 --a2y)
(i -si2, si2) (i -sr 0 -pJ)
It is noted that F(/l) = 1 at three values of S i : a t S l - S k , at some value 
0< s i  <■ S 1 K, and at some v a l u e < S i  < S 1  . Considering 
(1 - F ) =0, this equation has a single root at f l  = Vk and double roots 
at J2=Jla and Similarly, F (.12 ) = 1/k^ at three values of S I  :
ati2 = 1/ Vk, at some value SI = S l Qj/\'k ^ SSL < l/jQ^, and at some value
S i  = S I  l / S l 2 < S l  < l / S S  Considering 1 - k^ = 0, this equa­
tion has a single root atiT. = 1/ N  k and double roots at_Q -SI c and S S
O
Further dF/d-0, has single roots at the maxima of 2 in the pass 
band and at the minima in the attenuation band.
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Listing these functions and where their roots lie, the following is 
obtained:
dF/d-fL : single root at each maxima point (two) in the
pass band.
single roots at each minima point (two) in the 
attenuation band.
1 -  F ^ : s in g le  r o o t  a t  ft  = Vk"
double roots at each point (two) in the pass 
band where F = 1, i.e., at the maxima.
1 - k^F2; s in g le  r o o t  a t  £1= 1/ V k "
double roots at each point (two) in the attenuation 
band where F = 1/k-^ , i.e., at the minima.
Then if dF/d-ft is divided by the square root of the product of the other
two factors,
dF/d-H-
1(1 - F2) (1 - k-jF2)
It is seen that the two roots of dF/dfl at the two maxima in the pass 
band cancel the two double roots of (1 - F^) in V 1 - F2 at the two 
maxima in the pass band. Similarly, the two roots of dF/d at the 
two minima in the atte nuation band cancel the two double roots of
2 2 / * 2  1 - k-^ F in y 1 - k]_ F at the two minima in the attenuation band.
This leaves only the root of 1 - F at -0.= Vk and the root of
2 2 t —1 - k^F atil^l/Ak. With this information the equality below may
2 J l
be written:
dF/d ±  ??.
(i - 2 / «  (i - k 2>
x  -
(88)
J a  -  f2) a  -  kx f 2) j  ./a k> ( i - k a 2) (89)
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Putting these integrals in a more familar form, let:
F = x
then dF = dx 
when F = 0, x = 0 
When F = F, x = F
integrate from 0 to F
Q  = V k  y 
d Q = V k  dy 
when \ l -  0 ,  y = 0 
whenQ=Q , y
integrate from 0 toi~ l/ Jk
Q = ' f k y
Q / k  = y2 
lcQ2 = fc2 y2
Inserting these substitutions,
Sl/*fk
dxV ( 1- x^) (1-k-jX2) ±C2 k dy(1 - y2) (l-k2y2) (90)
Formula (90) is one of the standard formulae for the elliptic integrals 
of the first kind. To put this in the form used in section IV, how­
ever, let us make one more set of substitutions.
Let x = sinV, and F =* sin 0, 
dx = cos^i d'M 
When x = 0, V, = 0.
When x = F , = sin x,
but x = F, and therefore t, =* sin F.
_ i
However F = sin 0; therefore = sin (sin 0, ) = 0, .
Also let y = sin V  & S I/ A/'k = sin 0 
dy = cos V  d'V.
When y = 0, ^  = 0
When y = JTX Vic, — sin " y.
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Yet f i  'Vk = sin 0.
Therefore "V = sin (sin 0)
- 0
Inserting the above, the following is obtained:
(91)
The solution for this equation may be given in the form 
taneous equations which when solved for f l and F are 
-0. - A/~k sn(u,k)
F = sn(+ C2U+C-^,k^)
r ♦
Where u = / /Vl - k^sin^’V
J ' io r $







Now it is possible to evaluate the constants from these equations. The 




By figure (27) , W  varies from zero to ~\f~k in the pass band. Using 
equation (92) and figure (28), u must vary from zero to K. The real 
period of (93) is 4K^. By (87), it must be equal to zero at u = 0, 
increase to +1 at u^ = K^, decrease to zero at 0  = Q  x, decrease to 
-1, then increase to zero at Q  = Q y ,  and increase to +1 at ^  k
(end of pass band), i.e., at u = K. This behavior is obtained, choos­






Q  = ~\fk sn (u, k) (97)
From figure (96), the zero loss points are at u = 0, u = 2K/5, and 
u = 4K/5. Also the points of maxima occur at u = K/5, 3K/5, and K, 
and equations describing the Tchebychev behavior in the pass band have 
been determined. The frequencies of zero loss are given by
Q  = Y k  sn(2Ks/5,k) s = 0, 1, 2 (98)
Now the attenuation band shall be investigated; it was stated in section 
III that the argument of the elliptic sine became (u+jK*) in the attenu­
ation band (1 /k — ^^foo). From (84) and (96),
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= V  yic" sn(u,k) (99)
F sn 5 (u+jK1) K1/K,k1 (100)
It is required that F be infinite at 0  infinite and at two other values 
of (}/ and l / Q  2) . From section III, u = 0 corresponds to one in­
finite point; therefore,
F (0) = sn (j5K,K1/K,k1) (101)




Then 5uK. 51^% 1
F =sn . 1 + j 1 , K.K K J (102)(103)
after substituting in (102), becomes
F - sn 5 u + j K'^ , k. _ (104)
Referring now to figure (22) it is seen that F is infinite at
5 Ki u =0, 2K^, 4K^, or at u = 0, 2K, 4K. Therefore, the frequencies Qf 
K ~  ~
infinite loss are given by
Q 5 = W T  sn(2Ks/5,k) s = 0, 1, 2. (105)
Comparing equations (96), (97), and (105), it is observed that the fre­
quencies of zero loss in the pass band are the reciprocals of the frequen­
cies of infinite loss in the attenuation band. By a similar procedure, it 
may also be shown that the maxima in the pass band occur at frequencies 
which are the reciprocals of the frequencies in the attenuation band
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where the minimum attenuation occurs. From this, F ( f l ) may be written 
as
Now all that remains is the evaluation of the constant C. This may be 
done with sufficient accuracy by setting F(/l) equal to F(u) for some 
- f t  corresponding to this u. Let us choose- f t  equal to one where F(/L)
= C.
By figure (27), equal to unity corresponds to the transition band 
— V'Jk' )> and t^ ie argument of the elliptic sine must then be 
replaced by (K + jv) .
In the transition band, OlSvIfk', (figure 24), and it may be shown that 
f l  = 1 corresponds to v = K'/2. Equation (107) then becomes
(106)
F (u) - sn (5K^uK,k^)
becomes, in the transition band (T.B.)
r
F = sn 5K-. + j 5 K. u, k^ 
T.B. ____ (107)
K
F « sn 5KX + j (5Kf) Kx, kx
(108)
ft= 1 K 2
However, 5K'/K = K^'/K^, (102), and
F - sn 5K^ + j 1, k-^i L ~ (109)
Also, the real period is 4K , and (109) becomes




Then equating this to F(Q.) = C,J W
C = sn(Kx + j K^/2,kx)
From the derivation for equation (83 )>
sn(K1 + j K'/2 , kx) = 1/dn(K1,/2,k1)
(111)
Therefore
dn (K1^/2,k' ) /— L_V  \
However,
k = 1






2<<eu* -  /
e zur  _  / (114)
Now all necessary values to completely describe F(Jt) have been 
evaluated.
Generalizing the equations for the m-stage Tchebychev filter,
z<<
^ =i  + 0 ( ^ - 0 n  ( a 2 - iii) .... (il2 -ii g)
m (115) J
where m denotes the number of stages in the filter (or the number of zero 
points at non-zero frequencies)•
The reciprocals of the frequencies of infinite loss (and the fre­
quencies at which the pass band loss is zero) is given by
sn 2Ks
2m-fl
s “ 0,1,2, m
(116)
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The relationship between the complete elliptic integrals becomes 









The transition of the equations for a two-stage (m=2) filter to the 
general case for the m-stage filter is more easily visualized by develop­
ing the same equations for some other m, e.g., a one-stage (m=l) filter. 
However, the development becomes much more lengthy for m=*-2, and the 
m = 1 case requires as much labor as does the case form m = 2. So for 
the sake of brevity, additional development is omitted here; on a step- 
by-step basis, however, the case for any m is quite similar to the 
development for any other m, and the general equations given may be 




With the equations describing the behavior of the Tchebychev 
elliptic function filter determined, there remains the task of find­
ing the roots of these equations. It is recalled that the solution 
for these roots is one of the steps in the Darlington synthesis pro­
cedure: A p  A£, B 1 and B2 are determined from the roots of B + sA,
and the element values of the filter are found from these A's and 
B's.
First* consider the insertion power ratio,
2°< 2*<*» 0 £ = 1 + (6 -1)F2 (86)
which after substituting into (»»8) becomes
Zat
^ = 1 + (£ r -1) sn2 (2m-J-l)Kiu k
K
(119)
This may be regarded as the product of two factors: 
6 = pp *
where P = 1 + j'V - 1 sn |~(2m + 1) Ku, k1 ^
(120)
(121)
Note that the roots of P (i.e., the roots of the insertion power 
ratio) are the negatives of the roots of the other (conjugate) factor, 
P*. The roots of the factor, P, may be regarded as the roots of 
(B + sA) and the negatives of these roots (the roots of P *) as the 
roots of (B - sA). The roots of ) (roots of B + sA) are the desired 
values. Then the solution for u in the following equation is needed.








Using the identity, sn(jv,k) = j sn(v,kf)/cn(v,k')
sn
(2nH-1) IC1 vx, lc1
i
KL J j (124)
cn




a solution for v^ is to be obtained. One value of argu
ment which satisfies (124) is 
j(2irri-l) v-jK^ (125)
K
Simplifying, and recognizing the periodicity of this function, this 










jv^ -1- 4sK 
2m + 1
(127)
u = jv^ + 4Ks/(2mhl) s = 0,1,..,2m
u a jvi -1- 2Ks/(2nri-l) s = 0,1,...m (128)
However, network impedances are expressed in terms of s = jfl for
physical frequencies
XI = ' f k  sn (u ,k )
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Then s = j V T  sn (u, k)
Corresponding to jv , there is a real root, 
aG = j V k  sn(jv1,k)




The remaining (complex) roots are
a + jb = (-1)S ^  sn I jv + 2Ks , 
S [ 2mf 1 0,1,2,•••m 
(131)
This equation for the complex roots may be solved for a form without 
the elliptic sine which shall be done now. Using the addition formula 
(81) ,
as + jbs _ -/k Sn^ Vp Cn^ ^  dn(X) + cn(jv1)sn(^) dn(jvx) ^
(-1)S 1 - k^sn^ (jv-^ ) sn^ ( X ) (132)
where "X = 2Ks/(2mhl)
Employing the identities
sn(jv,k) = j sn(Vjk')/cn(v,k') 
cn(jv,k) = 1/cn(v,k*) 
dn(jv,k) = dn(Vjk') /cn(v,kf) 
the above equation becomes
* The modulus, k, is not included, but it should be remembered that 
elliptic functions are functions of both argument and modulus.
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Substituting - a0/ \f~k = sn(v^,k')/cn(v^,k') into (131) 
( “ 3 ac cn(A)dn(A) + sn( X  )dn(vx,k,>
as + Jbs = cnz ( v ^ k 1)
(-D 1 + k sn^ (X )
V
(134)
Substituting sn(X) = sn(2Ks ,k) — -0. s into (134)
2uri-l
as + Jbs = "j ao cn(X)dn(x) ± Q  s dnfr^k^/cn (vl9k')
M ) 1 +  a ^ n  2 (135)
Substituting cn(A) = V l  - sn2 (a ) & dn(A) “ Vl- k sn2 (a ) into
(135)
ag +  j b s _  [ l  -  snZ ( i ) J  £ l  -  k2sn2 (> )J  +  _ Q S d n ^ . k ^ / c n 2 ^ ,  1 ')
(-if X + aI Q 2° s (136)
Again substituting in _fi / Y~k *= sn(A)s
Jbs _ (l-kil g) ±  Q s dn(v ,k*)/cn2 (v^,k*)a + s
( - D Sj 1 + ao -Q. s (137)
Employing the identities used previously in this derivation,
as + 1
j(-l)
ibs _ - D s/k) (l-kfi^) ±  ■ O'’) 2 sn2(v1»k ')/cn2(v1*k ')
1 + a2 ao S (138)
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2 2 2 2Substituting in 1 -(lc*) = k and 1 = sn (■%) -f cn, (%) into the
second radical,
r
a + jb -ja~A/'(l -XI /k) (1-k.ft^ ) + ~\/ cn0(v^,kf) -1- kosn^(v^,k') /cn*(v, ,k*)
j(-D
s - 
■S’ 2 1' 2 2 1
1 + ao ^  s (139)
l/_ 4Multiplying sn" (v( ,kf) cn,~(v ,k') (which equals one) and 1/cn (vf ,k?) 
1 4/ /cn (v.,k') into the second radical, the second radical becomes
1 + k* sn2
1 f I
(v, ,k’)/cn? (v, ,k') | J 1-1- sn2(v, ,k‘)/cn2(v, ,k’) i
iJ U rJ
Substituting in
o 2 2ka = k sn (v1 , k')
cn? (v^jk1)
2 2/ , IN aa = sn (v1#k')
k cnz (v^,k‘) 
the second radical becomes
(1 + k a l )(1 + a^/k)
Thus
+ jbs _ - j a ^ K 1 - n s / k K l X X ^ )  ±  ^  sy  (1+kab (l+a?/k)
j(-l)1 +




bs = ± j £1 s ,+kao) (1+af/k) 
1 + a2ils
042)
where _Qs = V T  sn 2Ks , k
2nrt-l
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Using the convention that aQ is always positive, the formula for as 
is less ambiguous. This is not a particularly excessive restriction 
since if aQ were allowed to take on negative values, its effect would 
be to replace the network by its inverse. The final step in solving 
for the roots is to assign the roots from (141) and (142) formed with 
s odd to (B^ + sA^), and the roots from (141) and (142) which are 
formed with s even as well as the root a^ (which is always positive) 
to (after the signs are reversed).
For example, for a one stage filter,
B1 + sAi = (s + a + j b ) (s + a - j bx)
b2 + sA2 = (s -5- aQ)
2  2 2 B-j^ + sA-j^ = s 2a-^  s + a^ Jr
B-> + sA^ = s + a ^ 9 o2
Separating odd and even parts,
(*1 + bi)
sA-^  = 2a^ s
sA,2 s
Applying (43)
ZA ( S) / R  = SA2/B2 Z g ( s ) /R  = B ^ /sA
Za (s)/R = s/a0 Zb (s)/R = s2+(a^ + b^) /la-^s





From the preceding section, it is seen that the majority of the 
Tchebychev equations involve elliptic functions. Therefore, the solu­
tion for the parameters of the filter would require the use of double 
entry tables (because of the double periods of the elliptic functions). 
This, in turn, would require two interpolations, which, aside from 
being laborious, invites error. It thus seems desirable to determine 
approximations for the elliptic functions and reduce the design labor 
by preparation of a graphical solution for the Tchebychev filter.
One set of approximations for the elliptic sine is given by the 
Theta functions.
Recall that it has been shown that cn and dn may be found from 
the elliptic sine, so considering sn only does not restrict the 
development.
Another approximation for the elliptic sine* is
sn(u,lc) = 1_ 91(u/2k,q)
^ k 0 (u/2k,q)
(143)
(145)
sn (u, k) = (146)
* L.M. Milne-Thompson, "Jacobian Elliptic Function Tables" 
1950, Dover Publications, Inc., New York
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Using the criterion that the series which approaches the value of 
sn(u,k) with the fewer number of terms with a given accuracy is the 
"betterM series, it is found that the latter is preferred. However, 
the Theta function representation is used for some of the following 
derivations.
First of all, both of these series use the parameter, the modular 
constant, which is defined as
q = exp ( -TXK^/K), (147)
Since the preceding work has been done in terms of the modulus, k, it 
would be desirable to know the modular constant, q, as a function of 
the modulus. In various mathematics texts*, the relations needed are 
found to be
4 = h(i - V k V  (i +Vi<T) (148)
q « 4 + 2 4 5 + 15 4 9 + 150 4 13 -I- 1707 4 17 + • • • (149)
Also needed is the inverse relation (k as a function of q) . Sol­
ving (149) for as a function of q and then for k as a function of 
would be a rather formidible task. An easier solution is effected by 
noting that
sn (K,k) = 1
Writing the first few terms of (144) and (145) with u = K,
0 = 1 +  2 ( q + q4 + q 9 + 0 • •)
0j! = 2q^ ( 1 + q^ + q^ + •••)
Substituting these values into (143),
1 = _1L_ 2q* ( 1 +  q2 +  q6)
1 + 2  (q + q4 + q9) (150) *
* F. Bowman, "Introduction to Elliptic Functions," 1961, Dover 
Publications, Inc., New York
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Solving for k,
k = 4<J 1 +  q'
1 + 2^ -+■ 2q4 + 2q‘ 
Following the same procedure with sn(Kpk^) = 1,
k ! = 4 ql
Also, from (86'),
1 + qx + q
] +2q,'+2^ 4+2q9
2°<f>
k 2 ___ z ±




For practical filters, is quite large (generally lOdb), and
» 1
Kl  = ,2*p1 * - 1 (153)
,2<*
The modular constant, q, for practical filters is normally is the range 
0 ^ q « 0.02. From equation (152); k^, could be approximated with negli­
gible error by
ki ® 4 V * 1
kl = 16 ql
Substituting (154) into (153) and solving for £
2°<r
2°**.





^  = \ |ln (£ - 1) + ln(Vqj); - % ln(16)
Converting the logarithms to the base 10,
21°g(f )





Both <**. and <=<r are in nepers; convering to db,
r  ^ T
=  10 (£ r -l) + i ° S  (^M^) - 12 db (157)
OoLa yFirst solving for x in 6 = 10 , then converting^ to db,
r  ^ ”1-j  1
~  10 ictfdo r - i) + i°g (x/q1)d
Substituting = q(2nH-l)j_n the above equation,
- 12 db (158)
10 o6 ( 1 0 " r/K> -1) + (2mf 1) log; (1/q) J - 12 db (159)
• *
Applying the approximation formulae to the derived equations, it
is found that the frequencies of zero loss in the pass band and the
reciprocals of the frequencies of infinite loss in the attenuation band
are
XI s - ~\fk sn(2Ks/ (2mf 1) ,k) s = 0,1,.. ,m
qtH-%
l - q ^ 1





The frequencies at which the pass band loss is maximum and the reci­
procals of the frequencies at which the attenuation band loss is minimum
are
- fU  - V k sn (2t+l)K/(2m+-l) ,k
‘ * « A  t :
t =* 0,1,.. .m (163)
sin (2id-l) (2tH-l)




The elliptic function tables have now? been circumvented by the 
use of approximations for all of the important Tchebychev equations 
with the exception of the real root, aQ. This remaining formula will
now be considered.
sn (2m -i- 1 )K1u, k l
K
1
ZcCp -1 (166) 
From preceding developments, it has been shown that can be con­
sidered zero with negligible error due to the magnitudes of and
oip . Employing the identity
sn(jv,0) = j sinh (v) 
and, as done previously, letting u = jv^
jr (2m + 1) K u
sn , 0
K y<rWr - l
k1 = 0 (167)
As was done previously, let u = jv-],,
sinh
(2m 4- 1) v^‘
K ” i (168)
Ki, the complete elliptic integral of modulus k-^ , for = 0 is /2. 
then
,r (2m + 1) v1” 1
~2K -1 (169)
sinh
From this, a solution for v^ must be found. Then the following must 
be approximated, as was done for the other formulae involving the 
elliptic sine.
a0 = j V~k" sn(jv ,k) (170)
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The solution for is given in the appendix,
v1 = ____K_____ In (coth °^ p)
n  (2nH-l) 2
Using the infinite series representation for
= j V T  sn(jv^,k)
a0 = jzft .VZ _ i.q2=H' f * *  -,inh(2ttfl) *  V12K
By sin (jx) = j sinh (x),
a  = 2.T1 \  qo ----- \ 4
K - 1 “ q2 m[-!
. t2n+l) TL v-, xnh 1
2K
(173)
However, aQ was arbitrarily chosen as a positive value (p. 55 )> and 
the refore
oo
&r\ ~~ _nf%2TJ \ < r  ‘.,nh(“ ) n  V1
'Vk K
(174)
1 - q2nfl 2K
(175)
All necessary design equations have now been presented in a form 
without the elliptic functions. A comparison of the elliptic function 
approximation to the values of elliptic functions obtained from tables 
is now in order. From the following tabulation, the criterion for ter­
minating the series is more readily seen.
Presented below is a tabulation of values obtained for the elliptic 
sine using the approximation formulae. Five-place accuracy of the el­
liptic function is readily found in mathematical tables and is suf­
ficient for the design of the Tchebychev elliptic function filter; 
therefore, only fiv6~place values are presented below.
The column symbols used in the table are as follows 
sn(u,m): elliptic sine of argument u and parameter m 
n: number of terms in the series
u: argument of the elliptic sine 
m: parameter of the elliptic sine 
e: error in percent
2( m  = k ; 0 <  m < 1)
Milne-Thompson Theta Function
u n sn (u, m) e sn(u,m) e
.1 1 .09725 2.57 .09462 5.21
2 .09981 .10 .09735 2.47
3 .09982 0. .09912 .70
5 .09982 0. .09982 0.
1. 1 .83263 .17 .78825 5.49
2 .83401 .00 .80727 3.12
3 .83404 0. . 81669 2.08
6 .83404 0. .83404 0.
2. 1 .93565 .30 .87659 6.03
2 .93283 .00 .88965 4.63
3 .93284 0. .90349 3.05
8 .93284 0. .93284 0.
.1 1 .08811 11.66 .09142 8.35
2 .09948 .31 .09316 6.61
3 .09975 0. .09516 4.60
7 .09975 0. .09975 0.
1. 1 .78040 2.81 .73137 8.92
2 .80284 .02 .74390 7.36
3 .80298 .00 .75691 5.74
4 .80300 0. .77883 3.01
12 .80300 0. .80300 0.
2. 1 1.03333 3.89 .89977 9.54
2 .99147 .32 .91250 8.26
3 .99306 .16 .92474 7.03
14 .99466 0. .94612 4.88
22 .99466 0. .99466 0.
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Milne-Thompson Theta Function
m u n sn(u ,m) e sn(u ,m) e
.9 .1 1 .06811 31.67 .07409 25.67
2 .09692 2.77 .08168 18.06
3 .09923 .45 .08436 15.37
23 .09968 0. .08869 11.03
38 .09968 0. .09968 0.
1. 1 .64016 16.87 .59289 23.01
10 .72232 6.20 .65596 14.82
36 .77009 0. .70101 8.97
54 .77009 0. .77009 0.
2. 1 1.04990 6.96 .70873 27.80
10 .97187 .03 .77489 21.06
41 .98162 0. .84861 13.55
72 .98162 0. .98162 0.
The Milne=Thompson series is shown to converge quite 
rapidly for low values of moduli (or parameter, m) and argu-
ment, and as the modulu s and argument increase, it is seen that
more terras of the series are required to give acceptable accur-
acy. This is best summarized by a short table:
ARGUMENT MODULUS TERMS REQUIRED ACCURACY OBTAINED
small small 3 5 place
intermediate small 3 5
large small 3 5
small intermediate 3 5
intermediate intermediate 4 5
large intermediate 14 5
small large 23 5
intermediate large 36 5
large large 41 5
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From the table it is seen that ten terms of the Milne-Thompson 
series is sufficient for four place accuracy for all elliptic functions 
with large moduli, and for the lower values, three terms is sufficient. 
Although the series does not converge rapidly for higher values of 
moduli, in general this does not affect the usefulness of the series 
in the synthesis of the Tchebychev elliptic function filter. This is 
because the parameter and the width of the transition band are related 
such that, for practical filters, a design specification requiring such 
a large value of parameter as 0.9 would be encountered only infre­
quently. Also this factor would need be considered only if design 
charts other than those presented in this thesis are required; in the 
calculation of the data points for these graphs, twenty-five terms 
were used to calculate the elliptic sine for parameter values less 
than 0.5. Fifty terms were used for parameter values greater than
0.5.
Also, the termination of the series with four terms is seen to 
be justified for values of argument less than unity and parameter 
values less than 0.5. Since this represents a rather large range of 
the values of argument and parameter encountered in the design of the 
Tchebychev elliptic function filter, a great number of the values need­
ed can be calculated with only three or four terms. A quick check of 
the values of argument and parameter will indicate if more terms are 
needed to give five-place accuracy. Once again, these calculations 
would be necessary only if the graphical solution presented is not 
satisfactory.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USE OF GRAPHS
VIII.
Before proceding with the instructions for the use of the graphs, 
it should be noted that in practice, inductors and capacitors without 
some resistance cannot be obtained. The effect of the dissipation in 
the components is to narrow the effective pass band. Depending upon 
the use of the filter, this effect may be negligible; nonetheless, 
the designer should be aware of the fact that the actual pass band in 
the physical filter may be slightly narrower than anticipated.
Also, the derivations in this paper were performed for a sym­
metrical lattice filter; this would probably not be a desirable con­
figuration in the physical filter for two reasons;
1. The lattice can be inserted only between lines that 
are balanced to ground.
2. A lattice is a bridge circuit, and proper attenuation 
band operation demands bridge balance. This is un­
desirable because:
a. Matched components would need to be selected 
during manufacture.
b. Component aging would undoubtedly affect the 
bridge balance over the life of the filter.
For these reasons, the actual design procedure is directed towards 
the synthesis of a symmetrical ladder configuration rather than a 
symmetrical lattice. The transformations of the symmetrical lattice 
to the symmetrical ladder are given in considerable detail in Dar­
lington's paper* and are not presented here.
* op. cit
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The design charts are in five major sections:
1. Charts for the determination of the number of 
stages required in the filter to meet the given 
specifications.
2. Design charts for the one-stage filter.
3. Design charts for the two-stage filter.
4. Design charts for the three-stage filter.
5. Design charts for the four-stage filter.
The specifications of the filter that must be given are:
1. The width of the transition band.
2. The maximum allowable pass band ripple (<*r ).
3. The minimum allowable attenuation band 
attenuation ( at*.) •
From these specifications, it is determined how many stages in the 
filter are required. The width of the transition band is expressed 
as
k = f /f P a highest frequency in the pass band lowest frequency in the attenuation band
For curves with the desired pass band ripple, , the plot is entered 
at the specified k and as in the example plot above. For this plbt,
a two-stage (m = 2) filter would be required (the next highest value 
of m is used when the point falls between the lines). Once the value 
of m is known, the designer proceeds to the set of curves correspond­
ing to this m.
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For each set of curves for each m, a set of step-by-step formulae 
are given on the first page. The reader will see that the graphs pro­
ceed step-by-step with the formulae to the final formulae giving the 
filter element values. A brief example comparing the graphical solu­
tion to a solution for the same filter using elliptic function tables 
is presented below.
The filter specifications are:
1. As an indication of allowable transition band
width, f./f = 0 o6 is specified,p a
2. Allowable pass band ripple is specified to be 
0.9 db.
3. The attenuation band must have an attenuation 
equal to or exceeding 20.0 db.
From the general design charts, it is found that a one-stage filter is
sufficient to yield the required attenuation in the attenuation band
(minimum is given as 24db) . Turning to the one-stage filter design
charts, the following is obtained:
a = 0.124 o
a k = 0.0744 o
ils = 0.685 
as = 0.525 
bs = 0.69 
p2 = 0.752 
= 8.1 hy 
E2 = 3.1 fd 
E3 = 8.1 hy
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Performing the same design procedure manipulations using elliptic 
function tables rather than the graphical method, the following is ob­
tained:
k = 0.6
o ^ =  101og(10*r/'°-l) -I- 301og (1/q) - 12 = 28 db
-Q5 = Vk sn(2K/3,lc) = 0 .6 8 9
aQ = V k  sn(vpk')/cn(v^,k*) = 0.125
a .  = a A/  (1 -  kit2 ) ( 1 S t  A O  
S _________ f__________ s = 0.5019
I +
b s = A/(l + k a M  ( 1 + a^/k)
l _______ °__________ __________  = 0.71115
I +  a* J l *
Pg = 0.75 27
= l/aQ = 8.0 hy 
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The necessary background material for the development of the 
equations describing the Tchebychev elliptic function filter has been 
presented. It has been shown that these equations are all in terms of 
elliptic functions. Use of the elliptic function tables is not desir­
able because they require two interpolations and thus slow the design 
of the filter.
Step-by-step methods for the synthesis of the Tchebychev elliptic 
function filter have been presented in the literature before; however, 
extreme restrictions have been placed upon the filter (e.g., allowable 
pass band ripple being fixed at one numerical value), or the approxi­
mations did not converge quickly. Also, step-by-step procedure will 
require many calculations and the use of tables as well for the design 
of the Tchebychev elliptic function filter unless a computer is avail­
able.
In this thesis, the equations for the design of the Tchebychev 
elliptic function filter were developed, and an approximation which 
converged rapidly for the majority of the values used in the design 
of this filter was introduced and incorporated into the Tchebychev 
equations. Further, a graphical solution method was presented so 
that the majority of the calculations required of the designer were 
eliminated. Filters designed with the graphical method compare favor­
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